
Literary Publications

Mid-Term Project

Students will produce 10 copies of a soft-form book using one of the forms covered in the first half

of class (magic, matchbook, pamphlet, stab bind, accordion, flag, tunnel, etc.). The books should be

identical if printing is involved, or as close to identical as possible if the text is created by hand. The

book should contain the text of a poem or short story by a known author (see suggested

authors/titles below). The book should include text and graphics.

Books of poetry will contain 1-3 poems. Books containing short fiction or non-fiction should contain

no more than 1 story (or an excerpt).

Books will be graded on both the creativity of concept, technical execution, difficulty of proposed

work, and level to which you have stretched the book form. Your project should seek to fully

embrace the form you have chosen, bringing the meaning of the story into the physical object into

the book. The project should also fully explore the book as a handmade object (i.e. no printed and

stapled pamphlet books)

Books must include: cover (include title, author name), copyright info (your “press” name,

original date of publication, date of this edition, etc.), colophon, text, graphics

Due Dates

February 21/26

Write a one page book plan explaining the following (50 homework pts.):

● which author/piece of writing you will be working with and why

●  your overall concept for the book (what form will you use, what effect are you trying to

achieve, what is your intent for the final product)

● A list of proposed materials and their estimated cost

● A schedule for production.

February 28/March 5

Write a one-page progress report explaining any changes to the plan, discoveries, etc. Produce at

least one mock up of the book that includes the materials you intend to use as well as at least 50% of

the text and graphics. (50 homework pts.)

March 7/12



Present books in class. Turn in one copy of book for instructor to keep, as well as a two-page

self-evaluation using the self-evaluation questions from the website as a guide.  (100 major project

pts.)


